Minutes of Meeting

Project

Responsible

Cycling Advocacy

Start-end
time
Location
/type

Dominik Kotarski

Attended by
Saloni Kyal
Carlo Casiglia
Dominik Kotarski
Sandra Kuzmić
Boris Vezmar
Izabella Szydelko

Location
Polimi, Milan
Polimi, Milan
Fer, Croatia
FER, Croatia
FER, Croatia
FER, Croatia

Date

2-1-2020
19:10 - 19:50
Google Meet

Remarks
Developer
SCRUM Master
Developer
Product Owner
Developer
Developer

1. Introduction
We discussed various topics
Conclusion: N/A
Action: N/A
2. Supervisor meeting 7.1.2020
Elisabetta did not fill the doodle pool yet, we need to organise the meeting before the
weekend
Conclusion: We need to coordinate with supervisors and define the meeting time slot
Action: Sandra will send the email to elisabetta proposing the 14:00 pm tuesday 7.1.2020
time slot
3. Fix my street
Fix my street was found too complicated to integrate with our system
Conclusion: We have decided to drop the fix my street integration.
Action: Update all the related documents with this decision
4. Delete trip update
Customer suggested a delete trip functionality
Conclusion: Implementing this should not take long so we accepted this amendment.
Action: A task will be created and assigned to Federico for updating the api. Dominik will
deploy the changes
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5. Deployment status
Customer wants to have deployment for all the platforms documented and if possible easy to
install packages
Conclusion: We need documentation for deploying and packages made
Action: Dominik will document deployment and create the packages and Sandra will assist
with web app and android
6. Session management on frontend discussion
We will not have log in and registration in the final product.
Conclusion: Web app is almost 100% done, some minor visual changes will be made
Action: Web app will be updated with low priority
7. Backend progress
1. Job queue: Dominik and Carlo need to coordinate and make this work on the server
2. Motion data analysis: Works and ok produces statistics
3. Road quality (heatmap) is here but the algorithm needs improvement.
4. Map production: Federico is working on this
Conclusion: More meetings for backend team
Action: Backend team will increase the meeting frequency and speed up the development
8. W
 eb app session
We will not have log in and registration
Conclusion: We will not have log in and registration
Action: People assigned to document revision will remove log in and registration from
document revisions where applicable.
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